
Welcome to Traffic BicyclingWelcome to Traffic Bicycling



TrafficTraffic

Write down what comes to mind Write down what comes to mind 

when you hear this wordwhen you hear this word

Welcome to Traffic BicyclingWelcome to Traffic Bicycling



IntroductionsIntroductions

League of American Bicyclists Cycling InstructorsLeague of American Bicyclists Cycling Instructors

�� Steven GoodridgeSteven Goodridge

�� Dick WintersDick Winters

�� Julie WhiteJulie White

�� Scott LaneScott Lane

�� Lee TobinLee Tobin

�� Location infoLocation info



IntroductionsIntroductions

Please tell us brieflyPlease tell us briefly

�� Your nameYour name

�� Your organization or where you are fromYour organization or where you are from

�� What you wrote for What you wrote for ““TrafficTraffic””



Course ObjectivesCourse Objectives

Photo: Mike Dayton Photo: Juliet Andes



TodayToday’’s Agendas Agenda

�� 8:008:00--9:00 9:00 Classroom Session 1: Getting StartedClassroom Session 1: Getting Started

�� 9:009:00--9:10 9:10 BreakBreak

�� 9:109:10--10:5010:50 OnOn--Bike Session 1: Bike HandlingBike Session 1: Bike Handling

�� 10:5010:50--11:00 11:00 BreakBreak

�� 11:0011:00--12:15 12:15 Classroom Session 2: Rules of MovementClassroom Session 2: Rules of Movement

�� 12:1512:15--1:00  1:00  Lunch Lunch 

�� 1:001:00--2:302:30 OnOn--Bike Session 2: On the RoadBike Session 2: On the Road

�� 2:302:30--2:402:40 BreakBreak

�� 2:402:40--3:403:40 Classroom Session 3: ChallengesClassroom Session 3: Challenges

�� 3:40 3:40 –– 5:005:00 OnOn--Bike Session 3: Traffic CyclingBike Session 3: Traffic Cycling

�� 5:005:00--5:105:10 BreakBreak

�� 5:105:10--6:00 6:00 Written Test, Course EvaluationsWritten Test, Course Evaluations



Classroom Session 1:Classroom Session 1:

Getting StartedGetting Started



Bike FitBike Fit
�� Frame size Frame size 

–– You should have 1" to 2" of You should have 1" to 2" of standoverstandover on on 

road bikes; 3" to 4" on mountain/hybrid road bikes; 3" to 4" on mountain/hybrid 

�� Saddle Height Saddle Height 

–– While seated, you should have a slight bend While seated, you should have a slight bend 

in your knee with your feet on the pedals in your knee with your feet on the pedals 

�� Saddle, Handlebar PreferencesSaddle, Handlebar Preferences



ABC Quick CheckABC Quick Check

�� AAir in the tires and tire inspectionir in the tires and tire inspection

�� BBrake function and adjustmentrake function and adjustment

�� CCrank, Chain, Cassetterank, Chain, Cassette

�� QQuick Releasesuick Releases

�� CheckCheck for functionality, loose partsfor functionality, loose parts



Basic ToolsBasic Tools

�� Basic tools (spare tube, air, tire levers, Basic tools (spare tube, air, tire levers, 

patch kit, common wrenches)patch kit, common wrenches)

�� IdentificationIdentification

�� Small first aid itemsSmall first aid items

�� Dollar billDollar bill

�� PhonePhone



Tire RepairTire Repair

�� Types of FlatsTypes of Flats

–– A PunctureA Puncture

–– A Snake BiteA Snake Bite

–– Everything ElseEverything Else

�� RepairRepair

–– Remove tire and tubeRemove tire and tube

–– Inflate old tube to find holeInflate old tube to find hole

–– Look for sharp objects inside Look for sharp objects inside 

tiretire



Clothing and EquipmentClothing and Equipment

�� HelmetHelmet

�� Bicycling Gloves Bicycling Gloves 

�� GlassesGlasses-- wind, insects, sun, rain wind, insects, sun, rain 

�� Bicycling ShoesBicycling Shoes

�� Bicycling Shorts/TightsBicycling Shorts/Tights

�� JerseysJerseys

�� Rainwear, Cold Weather GearRainwear, Cold Weather Gear

�� LockLock

�� Lights Lights 



Lighting RequirementsLighting Requirements

�� A A white headlampwhite headlamp plus a plus a red rear lamp or red rear lamp or 

red rear reflectorred rear reflector are legally required for are legally required for 

bicycling at night [bicycling at night [§§ 2020--129.(e)]129.(e)]

Photo: Planet Bike



Bike Headlamp Required for Bike Headlamp Required for 

Visibility at IntersectionsVisibility at Intersections

Bike Headlamp

Visibility

Arc

Car headlamps do not

illuminate crossing bicyclist’s

reflectors early enough to 

prevent collisions



ReflectorsReflectors

�� Good backup for tail lampGood backup for tail lamp

�� Size, alignment, and color matterSize, alignment, and color matter



Nutrition Basics and Energy OutputNutrition Basics and Energy Output

�� Drink before you are thirstyDrink before you are thirsty

�� Eat before you are hungryEat before you are hungry

Rules of thumb: 
One water bottle per hour of cycling
30 calories per mile



Understanding GearsUnderstanding Gears

�� Low=Slow, High=FastLow=Slow, High=Fast

�� CadenceCadence

–– Keep a cadence that is about 75 to 95 rpmKeep a cadence that is about 75 to 95 rpm

�� How to ShiftHow to Shift

–– Let up on the pedaling pressure Let up on the pedaling pressure 

momentarilymomentarily

�� Smooth ShiftingSmooth Shifting

–– Keep bike adjusted for proper cable Keep bike adjusted for proper cable 

tensiontension



OnOn--Bike Session 1Bike Session 1

�� ABC Quick CheckABC Quick Check

�� Starting and stoppingStarting and stopping

�� Scanning over shoulders without swervingScanning over shoulders without swerving

�� SignalingSignaling

�� Rock Dodge Rock Dodge 

�� Instant TurnInstant Turn

�� Quick StopQuick Stop

�� Door ZoneDoor Zone



Classroom Session 2:Classroom Session 2:

Rules of MovementRules of Movement



Operating CharacteristicsOperating Characteristics

PedestriansPedestrians

�� Human perceptionHuman perception

�� Can move any Can move any 
directiondirection

�� Can stop, start, or Can stop, start, or 
change direction change direction 
almost instantlyalmost instantly

�� Can turn in placeCan turn in place

�� Can overcome surface Can overcome surface 
height discontinuities height discontinuities 

Drivers of VehiclesDrivers of Vehicles

�� Human perceptionHuman perception

�� Can only roll forward and Can only roll forward and 
backward backward 

�� Gradual acceleration Gradual acceleration 
and deceleration, long and deceleration, long 
stopping distancestopping distance

�� Has a turn radiusHas a turn radius

�� Requires smooth Requires smooth 
transitions in heighttransitions in height



Bicyclists are Drivers of VehiclesBicyclists are Drivers of Vehicles

�� §§ 2020--4.01(49) Vehicle. 4.01(49) Vehicle. –– ……for the purposes for the purposes 
of this Chapter of this Chapter bicycles shall be deemed bicycles shall be deemed 
vehiclesvehicles and every rider of a bicycle upon a and every rider of a bicycle upon a 
highway shall be subject to the provisions of highway shall be subject to the provisions of 
this Chapter applicable to the this Chapter applicable to the driver of a driver of a 
vehiclevehicle except those which by their nature except those which by their nature 
can have no application.can have no application.



Vehicles and Motor VehiclesVehicles and Motor Vehicles

�� §§ 2020--4.01(23) Motor Vehicle. 4.01(23) Motor Vehicle. –– Every vehicle Every vehicle 

which is which is selfself--propelledpropelled ……..

Image: Public domain by expired copyright



Rules of MovementRules of Movement

1.1. First come, first served First come, first served (yield to traffic (yield to traffic 
already on the road)already on the road)

2.2. Drive on right half of the roadwayDrive on right half of the roadway

3.3. Yield before entering or crossing a more Yield before entering or crossing a more 
important roadwayimportant roadway

4.4. Yield before moving laterallyYield before moving laterally

5.5. Destination positioning at intersectionsDestination positioning at intersections

6.6. Speed positioning between intersectionsSpeed positioning between intersections



1. First Come, First Served1. First Come, First Served

�� Faster drivers must yield to slower and Faster drivers must yield to slower and 

stopped traffic aheadstopped traffic ahead

�� Must limit speed soMust limit speed so

stopping distance < sight distancestopping distance < sight distance

Photo: Wayne Pein



2. Drive on the Right Half of the 2. Drive on the Right Half of the 

RoadwayRoadway

�� Where is rightWhere is right--turning motorist looking? turning motorist looking? 



3. Yield before Entering or Crossing 3. Yield before Entering or Crossing 

a More Important Roadwaya More Important Roadway

�� Stopping increases the reliability of the yieldStopping increases the reliability of the yield



4. Yield before Moving Laterally4. Yield before Moving Laterally

�� Yielding requires looking back Yielding requires looking back 

�� Signaling alone is not adequateSignaling alone is not adequate



5. Destination Positioning at 5. Destination Positioning at 

Intersections Intersections 

[[§§ 2020--153]153]



5. Destination Positioning at 5. Destination Positioning at 

Intersections Intersections 

[[§§ 2020--153]153]



5. Destination Positioning at 5. Destination Positioning at 

IntersectionsIntersections

�� Right hook = rightRight hook = right--turning turning 

motorist to left of thru cyclistmotorist to left of thru cyclist

�� Cyclists shall not pass on Cyclists shall not pass on 

right unless separate lane   right unless separate lane   

[[§§ 2020--150.1]150.1]



6. Speed Positioning between 6. Speed Positioning between 

IntersectionsIntersections

�� Faster traffic passes on the left Faster traffic passes on the left 

�� Slower traffic uses the rightmost lane for Slower traffic uses the rightmost lane for 
their destinationtheir destination

�� If no lanes are marked, slower drivers If no lanes are marked, slower drivers 
operate as far right as is safe and practical operate as far right as is safe and practical 
[[§§ 2020--146 (b)]146 (b)]

�� Drivers may pass only when it is clearly Drivers may pass only when it is clearly 
safe to do sosafe to do so



Defensive Bicycle Driving Defensive Bicycle Driving 

TechniquesTechniques



Where Should I Be on the Road?Where Should I Be on the Road?

Typically: Typically: 

�� Rightmost lane for your destinationRightmost lane for your destination

If lane is wide:If lane is wide:

�� Right side if singleRight side if single--destination lanedestination lane

�� Destination side if multiple destination Destination side if multiple destination 

lane (center for straight)lane (center for straight)



Destination Positioning: Single Destination Positioning: Single 

Narrow Lane ExampleNarrow Lane Example



Destination Positioning: Single Destination Positioning: Single 

Wide Lane ExampleWide Lane Example



Destination Positioning: LTOLDestination Positioning: LTOL



Destination Positioning: RTOLDestination Positioning: RTOL



DualDual--Destination LaneDestination Lane



Get in Line at IntersectionsGet in Line at Intersections

�� Thru cyclists help deter right hooks by riding in line Thru cyclists help deter right hooks by riding in line 

with thru traffic at intersectionswith thru traffic at intersections



Moving LaterallyMoving Laterally

Look back
and Yield



Speed Positioning Between Speed Positioning Between 

IntersectionsIntersections

�� Right hand lane except when passingRight hand lane except when passing

�� Control lane or stay right in lane depending Control lane or stay right in lane depending 

on conditions includingon conditions including

–– Usable widthUsable width

–– Your speedYour speed

–– Traffic conditions aheadTraffic conditions ahead



Wide LanesWide Lanes

Photo: Wayne PeinPhoto: League of American Bicyclists Enjoy the Ride



Very Wide LanesVery Wide Lanes

Photo: Wayne Pein Photo: Wayne Pein



When NOT to Ride Too Far RightWhen NOT to Ride Too Far Right

Photo: Fred OswaldPhoto: League of American Bicyclists Enjoy the Ride

Photo: League of American Bicyclists Enjoy the Ride



Space Required for Safe PassingSpace Required for Safe Passing

�� NC: 2NC: 2’’ minimum passing distance for all vehiclesminimum passing distance for all vehicles

�� But bicyclist safety requires 3But bicyclist safety requires 3’’ minimumminimum

�� Safe passing at >3Safe passing at >3’’ requires at least 14requires at least 14’’ widthwidth

�� Motorists usually must move into next laneMotorists usually must move into next lane



How Wide is Wide?How Wide is Wide?



Graphic: i am traffic - iamtraffic.org



Graphic: i am traffic - iamtraffic.org



How Wide is Wide?How Wide is Wide?



Lane Control = Defensive CyclingLane Control = Defensive Cycling

�� Motorists often misjudge space when:Motorists often misjudge space when:

–– Lane is narrow andLane is narrow and

–– Cyclist is at right edge of laneCyclist is at right edge of lane

�� Riding near center of narrow lane reduces Riding near center of narrow lane reduces 

unsafe passing, sideswipesunsafe passing, sideswipes

Photo: Wayne Pein



Bicyclists May Use Full LaneBicyclists May Use Full Lane

“Bicyclists usually ride on the right side of the lane, 
but are entitled to use the full lane…. Drivers 
wishing to pass a bicyclist may do so only when 
there is abundant clearance and no oncoming 
traffic is in the opposing lane. When passing a 
bicyclist, always remember the bicyclist is 
entitled to use of the full lane.”

- North Carolina Driver's Handbook, p.95.

http://http://www.ncdot.gov/dmv/driverwww.ncdot.gov/dmv/driver//



Bicyclists May Use Full LaneBicyclists May Use Full Lane

�� §§ 2020--146.(b)146.(b) Upon all highways any vehicle Upon all highways any vehicle 
proceeding at less than the legal maximum proceeding at less than the legal maximum 
speed limit shall be driven in the rightspeed limit shall be driven in the right--hand hand 
lane then available for thru traffic, lane then available for thru traffic, oror as as 
close as practicable to the rightclose as practicable to the right--hand curb or hand curb or 
edge of the highway, except when edge of the highway, except when 
overtaking and passing another vehicle overtaking and passing another vehicle 
proceeding in the same direction or when proceeding in the same direction or when 
preparing for a left turn. preparing for a left turn. 



Bicyclists Cannot Be Cited for Bicyclists Cannot Be Cited for 

Impeding TrafficImpeding Traffic

�� §§ 2020--141. (h) No person shall operate a 141. (h) No person shall operate a motormotor vehicle on vehicle on 
the highway at such a slow speed as to impede the normal the highway at such a slow speed as to impede the normal 
and reasonable movement of traffic except when reduced and reasonable movement of traffic except when reduced 
speed is necessary for safe operation or in compliance speed is necessary for safe operation or in compliance 
with law; provided, this provision shall not apply to farm with law; provided, this provision shall not apply to farm 
tractors and other motor vehicles operating at reasonable tractors and other motor vehicles operating at reasonable 
speeds for the type and nature of such vehicles.speeds for the type and nature of such vehicles.

Photo: Wayne Pein



Dealing with Width FluctuationsDealing with Width Fluctuations

X



Special Laws and Exemptions  Special Laws and Exemptions  

Related to BicyclingRelated to Bicycling



Bicyclists Cannot Be Cited for Bicyclists Cannot Be Cited for 

Impeding TrafficImpeding Traffic

�� §§ 2020--141. (h) No person shall operate a 141. (h) No person shall operate a motormotor vehicle on vehicle on 
the highway at such a slow speed as to impede the normal the highway at such a slow speed as to impede the normal 
and reasonable movement of traffic except when reduced and reasonable movement of traffic except when reduced 
speed is necessary for safe operation or in compliance speed is necessary for safe operation or in compliance 
with law; provided, this provision shall not apply to farm with law; provided, this provision shall not apply to farm 
tractors and other motor vehicles operating at reasonable tractors and other motor vehicles operating at reasonable 
speeds for the type and nature of such vehicles.speeds for the type and nature of such vehicles.

Photo: Wayne Pein



Riding SideRiding Side--byby--SideSide

�� State law does not restrict riding side by State law does not restrict riding side by 

side in a single laneside in a single lane

�� Some municipalities restrict riding Some municipalities restrict riding more more 

thanthan two abreasttwo abreast
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Cycling in a GroupCycling in a Group

�� Ride predictablyRide predictably

�� Change speed graduallyChange speed gradually

�� CommunicateCommunicate

�� Point out surface hazardsPoint out surface hazards

�� Ride two abreast when Ride two abreast when 

controlling lanecontrolling lane

�� RotationRotation
Photo: Mike Dayton



OnOn--Bike Session 2Bike Session 2

�� LowLow--Speed 2Speed 2--Lane StreetsLane Streets

�� Stopping, YieldingStopping, Yielding

�� Scanning and SignalingScanning and Signaling

�� Lane Position (Destination, Speed)Lane Position (Destination, Speed)



Classroom Session 3:Classroom Session 3:

Overcoming ChallengesOvercoming Challenges



The Good NewsThe Good News

�� Health benefits of bicycling (longevity, Health benefits of bicycling (longevity, 
improved quality of life) greatly outweigh improved quality of life) greatly outweigh 
risksrisks

�� At least 13:1 Disability Adjusted Life Years At least 13:1 Disability Adjusted Life Years 
–– BMA, 1992BMA, 1992, Cycling towards health and safety. British Medical , Cycling towards health and safety. British Medical 

Association ISBN 0Association ISBN 0--1919--286151286151--4.1992.4.1992.

�� Some estimates as high as 415:1Some estimates as high as 415:1

�� Crash rates vary greatly between age Crash rates vary greatly between age 
groups, experience levels, groups, experience levels, behaviorsbehaviors



Types of Bicyclist CrashesTypes of Bicyclist Crashes

(Nationwide)(Nationwide)

Fall

59%

Collision with Fixed 

Object

14%

Moving Motor Vehicle

11%

Other Bicyclist

9%

Animal

3%

Pedestrian

2%

Stopped Motor 

Vehicle

1%

Other

1%



FallsFalls

�� Diversion TypeDiversion Type

�� Railroad TracksRailroad Tracks

�� PotholesPotholes

�� OtherOther



CarCar--Bike Collisions Bike Collisions 

in Urban Areas of NCin Urban Areas of NC
�� 9257 car9257 car--bike collisions reported in urban areas bike collisions reported in urban areas 

19971997--20082008

�� Injury severity varies across all crash typesInjury severity varies across all crash types

Unknown Injury, 195

K: Killed, 123

A: Disabling Injury, 580

B: Evident Injury, 3,983

C: Possible Injury, 

3,663

O: No Injury, 714



Types of CarTypes of Car--Bike Collisions inBike Collisions in

Urban Areas of NC, 1997Urban Areas of NC, 1997--2010 2010 
Bicyclist Ride Out

25%

Motorist Drive Out

22%

Motorist Left Turn / 

Merge

8%

Motorist Right Turn / 

Merge

5%

Bicyclist Turn / Merge

7%Crossing Paths - Other 

Circumstances

7%

Motorist Overtaking 

Bicyclist

8%

Bicyclist Overtaking 

Motorist

1%

Head-On

2%

Loss of Control / Turning 

Error

4%

Parallel Paths - Other 

Circumstances

2%

Parking / Backing / Bus

1%

Other / Unknown

3%

Non-Roadway

5%

Source: Police reports 

compiled by NCDOT



Types of CarTypes of Car--Bike Collisions inBike Collisions in

RuralRural Areas of NC, 1997Areas of NC, 1997--20102010

Bicyclist Ride Out

29%

Motorist Drive Out

2%

Motorist Left Turn / 

Merge

2%

Motorist Right Turn / 

Merge

2%

Bicyclist Turn / Merge

11%

Crossing Paths - 

Other Circumstances

5%

Motorist Overtaking 

Bicyclist

29%

Bicyclist Overtaking 

Motorist

1%

Head-On

8%

Loss of Control / 

Turning Error

3%

Parallel Paths - Other 

Circumstances

2%

Other / Unknown

4%

Non-Roadway

2%



Bicyclist RideBicyclist Ride--Out/Through (25%)Out/Through (25%)

X



Motorist DriveMotorist Drive--Out/Through (22%)Out/Through (22%)

X

Most involve cyclists

on sidewalk

X



Side Street Sight LinesSide Street Sight Lines



Motorist Left Turn/Merge (8%)Motorist Left Turn/Merge (8%)

X



Left Cross Sight LinesLeft Cross Sight Lines

X



Motorist Overtaking (8%)Motorist Overtaking (8%)

X

45% occur in darkness, 

dusk or dawn

Most are overtaking too 

closely within same lane

Most involve a bicyclist 

on the right edge of a 

narrow lane

Many involve wide 

vehicles



Graphic: i am traffic - iamtraffic.org



Photo: Mike Dayton



Motorist Right Turn/Merge (5%)Motorist Right Turn/Merge (5%)

X



Graphic: Keri Caffery, Commute Orlando

�� Never pass on the Never pass on the 

right side of trucks and right side of trucks and 

buses at intersectionsbuses at intersections



Contributing FactorsContributing Factors

�� Bicyclist wrong way (32%)Bicyclist wrong way (32%)

�� Bicyclist on sidewalk (20%)Bicyclist on sidewalk (20%)

�� Darkness (24%)  Darkness (24%)  

Photo: Wayne Pein



Sidewalks and Sidewalks and SidepathsSidepaths



Increased Crash Risk on SidewalksIncreased Crash Risk on Sidewalks

�� CarCar--bike crash rate is higher for sidewalk bike crash rate is higher for sidewalk 

cyclists than roadway cyclistscyclists than roadway cyclists

�� Collision multiplying factors:Collision multiplying factors:

–– WrongWrong--way: x4 in USA, >x10 in Finland, Swedenway: x4 in USA, >x10 in Finland, Sweden

–– With flow: x2 in USA, >x3 in Denmark, Sweden With flow: x2 in USA, >x3 in Denmark, Sweden 

USA: Risk factors for bicycle-motor vehicle collisions at intersections, A. Wachtel and D. 

Lewiston, Journal of the Institute of Transportation Engineers, pp 30-35, September, 1994.

Sweden: "Russian Roulette" turns spotlight of criticism on cycleways, Proceedings of conference 

'Sicherheit rund ums Radfahren', Vienna 1991.

Denmark:  Junctions and Cyclists, S.U. Jensen, K.V. Andersen and E.D. Nielsen, Velo-city ‘97 

Barcelona, Spain (Cited in Cycle path safety: A summary of research, John Franklin, 2000).

Finland:  The safety effect of sight obstacles and road markings at bicycle crossings, M Rasanen

and H. Summala, Traffic Engineering and Control, pp 98-101, February, 1998.



““Bicycle FacilitiesBicycle Facilities”” and and 

MarkingsMarkings



Shared Lane Markings (Sharrows)Shared Lane Markings (Sharrows)

�� Remind motorists to expect cyclists in the travel Remind motorists to expect cyclists in the travel 

laneslanes

�� Have no legal meaningHave no legal meaning

Photo: City of Ithaca, NYGraphic: MUTCD



Shared Lane MarkingsShared Lane Markings



Shared Lane MarkingsShared Lane Markings

Photo: fred_dot_u, Florida Bicycle Association



Shared Lane MarkingsShared Lane Markings

Photo: Janet Lafleur http://ladyfleur.wordpress.com



Signed Bike RoutesSigned Bike Routes

�� Identify pleasant routes for cycling Identify pleasant routes for cycling 

�� Have no legal meaningHave no legal meaning



Paved ShouldersPaved Shoulders

�� Legally optional for bicyclistsLegally optional for bicyclists

�� May feature safety hazardsMay feature safety hazards

–– Poor surface conditionsPoor surface conditions

–– ObstructionsObstructions

–– Inadequate usable widthInadequate usable width

–– Inadequate sight linesInadequate sight lines

–– Increased junction conflicts Increased junction conflicts 

Photo: Missouri DOT



Striped Bike LanesStriped Bike Lanes

�� Legally optional for cyclistsLegally optional for cyclists

�� Similar safety hazards as paved shouldersSimilar safety hazards as paved shoulders

�� Increase hazard of rightIncrease hazard of right--hook collisionshook collisions

�� Some feature Some feature dooringdooring hazardshazards

Photo: Robert Winters



Bike Lane at IntersectionBike Lane at Intersection

Photo: John Allen



Bike Lane at IntersectionBike Lane at Intersection

Photo: John Allen



Bike Lane, Parallel ParkingBike Lane, Parallel Parking



Greenways/Greenways/MUPsMUPs

Photo: Mike Dayton



Cycle TrackCycle Track

Photo: Seattle DOT



Traffic Signal Detector LoopsTraffic Signal Detector Loops

Photo: SC DOT



Traffic Signal DetectionTraffic Signal Detection



Traffic Signal Detector DesignTraffic Signal Detector Design

Graphic: CA DOT Graphic: CA DOT



Detector MarkingsDetector Markings

Graphic: MUTCD

Graphic: MUTCD



Aluminum Rim on Wood BlockAluminum Rim on Wood Block





CivilityCivility

�� Golden RuleGolden Rule

�� HarassmentHarassment

�� PolicePolice



Traffic = PeopleTraffic = People

goodridge_bike@bellsouth.netgoodridge_bike@bellsouth.net
Photo: Mike Dayton

Photo: Mike Dayton



OnOn--Bike Session 3 Bike Session 3 



End of PresentationEnd of Presentation
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